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Cumulative Effects of Forest Practices
by Gordon E. Grant and Fred Swanson
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example, a number of national forest
plans have used fish habitat models as
part of their cumulative effect analyses. These models are intended to
predict (or index) the effects of roads
and timber harvesting on basin output
of smolts. They assume simple mathematical relationships between harvest levels and quality or quantity of
fish habitat, between fish habitat and
fish production, and so forth. Development of these types of models has
been fueled by the pervasive use of
linear programming models (e.g.,
FORPLAN) as a basis for forest management decisions.
A variant on this approach is to
assume that relations among system
elements may not be linear, but involve thresholds, where large abrupt
changes in system response can occur
from a small increment of applied
stress. Hence, one might build thresholds into the above model so that major negative changes to fish habitat
occur once a certain level of management operations is exceeded in a particular watershed. Implicit in this approach are the assumptions that natural systems are governed by thresholds that can be determined and used
to set the limits of acceptable changein essence nature will “tell” us the
limits of management intensity.
Watershed systems are far too
complex for this approach. Almost by
definition, cumulative effects do not
conform to simple cause-and-effect
mechanisms essential to such approaches. Instead they tend to be
dominated by unexpected results and
quirky behavior, and are highly contingent on particular sequences of
events.

Consider Appropriate Time Frames
Some cumulative effects emerge
only after activities have accumulated
over long periods of time. Some of the
most controversial ecological issues
facing forest management, such as the
decline of interior forest habitat and
species and forest fragmentation effects, were entirely predictable from
the basic strategy used during the last
four decades of distributing harvest
units over watersheds; but they were

not recognized until we were a third of
the way through the rotation.
Realistic analysis of effects of forest management must be done at the
scale of single and multiple cutting
cycles (rotations), with regard for natural disturbance patterns in both management and pre-management periods. In a simple example, Figure l
displays hypothetical variation in percent of basin area in stands greater
than 100 years in age, based on typical
fire and management patterns in For-
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A New Approach to Cumulative
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We still have quite a long way to
go toward articulating a coherent vision of how to analyze the long-term
behavior of large watersheds to landuse and other disturbances. We can,
however, identify some fundamental
components of landscape analysis that
recognize the highly contingent nature of watershed change and the social aspect of risk taking involved in
long-term natural resource decision
making .
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FIGURE 2: Schematic maps showing areas cut under aggregated and dispersed cutting systems
for hypothetical landscapes composed of four sub-basins using a 100-year rotation. Total area cut
per time period is constant under both systems. Scales indicated correspond to those shown in
Figure 3.
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units, there is likely to be little signifi- as well as best case outcomes. AnalytiTwo points should be noted here. cant difference in the magnitude of cal approaches should include deterFirst, the cumulative effects of this flood flows (Figure 3). The greatest ministic simulation models as well as
forest development on a simple mea- differences in peak flows is likely to conceptual, historical, and intuitive
sure of landscape structure (percent occur at the intermediate scale-the models. Uncertainties and risks should
area in stands older than 100 yrs) is scale of aggregates of cuts-because be identified, evaluated, and mapped.
evident only by considering a time the maximum contrast between the
scale extending into the second rota- two cutting strategies in the percent of Explicitly Acknowledge Uncertainty
tion. Analysis of only a decade or two basin harvested occurs at this scale. In and Risk
in the midst of the transition rotation short, the outcome of a cumulative
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than
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graphic information systems (GIS) and the public that management of forest
should consider both.
other tools to develop spatially ex- lands is a tried and true science, restplicit
models of change in landscape ing on well-known deterministic prinConsider Appropriate Spatial Scales
structure due to cutting, regrowth, and ciples, we should acknowledge the
Effects of management practices other processes. The temporal and grand experiment in land management
may be expressed differently at differ- spatial sideboards for this analysis are that we are collectively conducting.
ent spatial scales. Both the rate of discussed above. The next step is to This involves a shift from a technolandscape change (e.g., proportion of analyze the effects of these landscape center world view to an adaptive manarea cut per decade) and spatial ar- patterns on key system properties such agement approach in which we derive
rangement of cutting are significant as hydrology, wildlife, and suscepti- new information in part from results of
considerations. Consider,for example, bility to disturbance, using computer management activities. This is the gist
the effects of aggregated and dispersed models and other techniques.
of taking a “new perspective” in wacutting patterns on flood flows in a
Yet, unlike traditional determinis- tershed management.
ED
very simplified conceptual model tic approaches, the highly contingent
which relates peak flow increases di- nature of watershed behavior should Gordon Grant is a research hydrologist
rectly to the proportion of area har- be explicitly recognized. That is, large and Fred Swanson is a research geologist
vested (Figure 2). At the scale of a complex systems such as watersheds at the U.S. Forest Service Pacific Northwest
single cutting unit, and in large basins can take a great variety of develop- Research Station in Corvallis, Oregon.
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